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Abstract
Until now there are only few ideas for an integrated governance, risk and compliance (GRC) management available with these referring to the management process of GRC only. In literature,
mainly specific questions at a detailed level, like the automation of different controls, are discussed in the GRC context. To be in the position to entirely realise benefit potentials (e.g. improvement of processes), it is necessary to have an integrated GRC-Management focusing on the
strategic business objectives. Starting from the requirements, this article deals with general
guidelines for strategic GRC-Management showing which aspects have to be considered in terms of
an integral approach. On this basis, a data-centred reference model explicates the structural connections of GRC-related data, and lays the basis for the implementation in practice.
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1. Introduction
Due to their diverse overlappings and dependences, governance, risk and compliance management [1] [2] are
more and more seen as a connected topic under the acronym GRC. A study being recently carried out by the
Open Compliance & Ethics Group [3] shows that the integration of GRC in practice proceeds and those companies see a possibility to improve their performance in it. Although first integrated approaches are available,
[4]-[6] the borders of the topic areas remain altogether rather vague. On one hand there is a multitude of literature available concerning different sub-areas of GRC and dealing mainly with specific questions. On the other
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hand there are already a few contributions available trying to structure and terminologically define GRC as
an integrated approach [6] [7]. In practice, methodical weaknesses can be seen in approaches that realise
individual regulatory requirements adequately, but are incapable of delivering a total overview concerning
the status of GRC or the risk situation of a company. This may lead to gaps during the implementation
process as well as to unnecessary double works. Moreover, governance can only then fulfill its task to
support strategic decisions when adequate information is available from risk management and compliance
management.
In its entirety GRC-Management cannot be limited to the aspect of integration only, but has to fulfil various
requirements. The research project presented here in extracts takes—in addition to the integration of the three
GRC sub-areas—the idea of a proactive and strategically adjusted GRC-Management as a basis, being referred
to as “strategic GRC-Management”. Here the focus is not on operational compliance and risk control but on the
extensive planning and control of the GRC status, on the integration of different GRC-aspects as well as on
strategic orientation and continuous improvement.
Racz et al. [6] as well as the “GRC Capability Model” of Mitchell and Switzer [5] put the process of GRCManagement into the centre of their observations. The “GRC Capability Model” shows possible GRC activities,
but unfortunately the model it is not differentiated in management tasks and operative activities and the integration of GRC in the individual activities is not explicitly pointed out. In addition, it remains unclear, how the approach could be integrated into existing frameworks. Finally, governance aspects are only included to a limited
extent. Racz et al. [6] develop a process model for “IT GRC”. Here, it becomes clear that in the individual GRC
disciplines a similar methodical procedure can be used, but concrete overlapping and interdependences are only
dealt with marginally.
To develop a GRC-Management approach an analysis of the structural connections of the GRC-relevant information objects is necessary. The objective of this article, therefore, is the development of a data-centred conceptual reference model for strategic GRC-Management. Herewith especially two research questions are to be
answered: 1) Which are the constituting information objects of strategic GRC-Management? 2) Which relations
do these information objects have? The model aims to be a basis for the management of information being relevant for strategic GRC-Management. As a conclusion it can be useful as a basis for the development of GRC
information systems as well as with view to the design of the GRC organisation. Furthermore, it can serve as a
frame for the development of company specific models.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, our research method is described and linked to the field of
reference modelling. In Section 3, requirements of strategic GRC-Management are outlined as they lay the
foundation for our reference model. Then the model is developed, presented and evaluated. The article closes
with a conclusion and some avenues for further research.

2. Foundations and Research Method
Reference models are universally applicable recommendations that can be used in a concrete modelling situation
[8]. In comparison to ontologies, which as well are able to explicate the semantics of concepts and, therefore, the
structure of GRC [9], reference models have the characteristic to function as a recommendation (to differentiate
the terms see [10]). There are different method systems available dealing with reference modelling.
The architecture of integrated information systems (ARIS) [11] as a modelling concept differentiates between
the views of organisation, of functions, of data, of results and of control/processes. Each view is looked at on the
levels business concept, IT concept and implementation. In ARIS, modelling techniques are assigned to every
view-level-combination. For the purpose of designing an application system the control/process view and the
data view are particularly important.
We think that a reference model for GRC-Management can only be constructed on the understanding of the
structure in terms of constituting GRC information objects and relations. Therefore, we focus the view of informations objects and their relation in our conceptual model. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [12] contains different object-oriented kinds of graphs showing the structure, the behavior as well as the interaction.
Classification graphs are core structures of UML with the structure being focused and a specific conceptual data
modelling being supported.
This contribution uses a design science research approach. Design science research aims at creating innovative and useful IT artefacts [13] [14]. These artefacts are to be evaluated w.r.t. the utility provided in solving the
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addressed problem. Peffers et al. [1] propose a process model for the conduct of design science research that has
been the basis for our own investigation. More specifically, Peffers et al., integrating the views of different other
researchers, propose six activities in their research methodology: identify problems and motivate, define objectives of a solution, design and develop artefact, demonstrate the use of the artefact, evaluate the results, communicate to the relevant audience.
The problem we focus on is the idea of a proactive and strategically adjusted GRC-Management. This is a relevant issue, as the approach promises benefits that are beyond operational compliance and risk control and can
only be realised when one takes an integrated and strategic perspective on GRC with the aim to proactively plan
and control the GRC status of the organisation as a whole. Our main objective here is the creation of a datacentred reference model [8] [15] that explicates the structural connections between the major information objects in strategic GRC-Management.
We derive the model content from the strategic GRC requirements and guidelines that were elaborated and
presented in [16] and from the analysis of other models in the literature. A reference model is an example of an
artefact in the sense of Hevner [13] [14]. Such a model is useful, because it lays the basis for the implementation
of a corresponding strategic GRC-Management system in practice. The adequacy of the model elements and
their relations is verified through an analysis of practical case studies in GRC. Finally, this paper is our attempt
to communicate the findings to the relevant audience.
When it comes to modelling, the choice of the modelling technique should contain especially two aspects,
being called “way of modeling” and “way of working” [17]. The first one concerns the choice of the modelling
language. Here, UML classification graphs are used, as these support a specific conceptual modelling of the data
and are mainly used in the models found in GRC literature. A modelling in entity relationship models [18]
would be suitable, too. The “way of working” refers to the procedure of how the model is structured. Generally
inductive and deductive approaches are possible for the construction of reference models.
Concerning the inductive way of working, it has to be said that reference models should be universally applicable in that sense that they should be valid for a group of company specific models [6] [8]. In an attempt to pay
special attention to the requirements of reference models, the following research work combines inductive and
deductive elements during the development of the reference model. A first step is the evaluation of existing
models found in GRC literature, which base on empirical cases and conceptual considerations. In a second step,
a comparison of the model elements found with the strategic GRC requirements, briefly outlined in the following section, takes place.

3. Strategic GRC Requirements
The basis for this research work is an extensive literature search dealing with strategic GRC-Management and
on that basis the structuring of relevant aspects by means of requirements. Requirements are conditions or abilities that are needed to solve a problem, respectively achieve an objective (see IEEE glossary).
The derivation of requirements for a strategic GRC-Management was shown in [16] and will, therefore, in the
following only be briefly outlined. The method of von Brocke et al. [19] has been adapted for the literature
search, which follows the recommendation to focus on high-quality publications. In a first step, leading scientific magazines and conference proceedings were chosen with the help of relevant rankings. Furthermore GRCspecific publications were identified.
We searched in scientific databases and, in addition, manually checked the tables of contents of GRC-related
journals and conference proceedings. Articles about integrated GRC approaches as well as about specific individual aspects of GRC (conceptual or empirical) were analysed. An internet search in general search engines and
library databases was made, too, by which relevant works about integrated GRC approaches, publications on
actual GRC practice (standards and best practices, handbooks, white papers) and relevant doctoral theses were
found. All in all 191 relevant publications were found and provide the basis of our literature review.
To derive the requirements of strategic GRC-Management a qualitative content analysis was performed [20].
With the help of this analysis, categories and sub-categories of requirements were derived. The individual categories of requirements were analysed on the basis of the associated theories in the GRC-literature.
The identified requirements were then consolidated by means of guidelines that are shown in Table 1. The
guidelines derived are to deepen the already existing knowledge and give indications in terms of high-level
recommendations for the creation and further development of strategic GRC-Management approaches.
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Table 1. Requirements for a strategic GRC-Management (consolidated in the form of guidelines).
Category of requirement (relevant theories)

Guidelines

Strategic orientation
(market-based-view, resource-based-view,
stakeholder theory, shareholder theory)

1) GRC should focus on the strategic objectives of companies to secure the
companies’ survivability.
2) The resources constituting the GRC-Management should support the achievement
of operational potentials of benefit. To create strategic advantage through
well-managed GRC, though, is at least more difficult.
3) GRC should focus on the stakeholders’ interests. The stakeholders’ interests
should be balanced out on the premise of the long-term maximisation of the
companies’ value.

Integration
(transaction costs theory)

4) The management activities being relevant for GRC should be carried out by a
central approach (including integrated information systems and methods). The
operational activities of GRC should be integrated into the core business processes
and IT systems (hybrid approach).
5) To avoid double works as well as gaps during the implementation, GRC should
be integrated by different compliance requirements as well as by the
GRC disciplines.

Business process orientation
(transaction costs theory)

6) A process oriented point of view as well as procedures, methods and tools of
business process management (BPM) should be adapted to reduce the transaction
costs in GRC.

Management systems
(transaction costs theory, institutional theory)

7) To harmonize management systems in the context of GRC appropriate
procedures, methods and tools should be developed.

Automation
(transaction costs theory, principle-agent
theory, organisational control theory)

8) IT should be used as an enabler for GRC-Management and be supported by
appropriate organizational concepts.
9) To increase the efficacy of organisational procedures of compliance and risk
control as well as for reasons of cost reduction, controls should be automated to the
largest extent possible. At the same time organisational procedures should
complementarily support automated controls.

Flexible business processes and IT systems
(principal-agent theory, stewardship theory)

10) The challenge of flexible business processes and IT systems originates from the
conflict between strategic achievement of objectives and regulatory GRC needs.
This conflict of objectives should be balanced out depending on the individual
situation.

Human factors
(e.g. theory of reasoned action/planned
behaviour, principal-agent theory)

11) The determinants of compliance behaviour are dependent on the consideration of
manifold forms of control. The control approach chosen should consider the relation
between the controls as well as situation specific aspects.

4. Development of the Reference Model
4.1. Evaluation of Already Existing Models in GRC Literature
In the 191 publications of interest for strategic GRC-Management, 21 relevant models could be identified (Table
2).
The evaluation of the model elements was carried out as follows. First, equal elements were assigned to each
other. Then model elements using different terms but on the basis of underlying definitions have the same
meaning were assigned. This includes German and English terms, respectively term variations, too. After that,
the different levels of abstraction of the models were taken into account. Model elements being a subset of
another element and not urgently needed for the conceptual modelling of strategic GRC-Management, were assigned to that element (e.g. “business goal” and “IT goal” to information object “goal”). Missing generic terms
for matching model elements were developed. In this step, it also had to be decided, which level of abstraction
or specification the model should have. Specifically this reflects the decision, whether a model element is an individual information object (classification in UML language) or just an attribute. In the end, a standardization of
language was carried out. Table 3 shows the assignment of the information objects after language homogenization to the synonyms and the secondary terms resulting from the models evaluated (model numbers according to
Table 2 in brackets). In addition, the number of models with elements being assigned to the mentioned information object are shown (column “No.”).
For the analysis of the relations between the information objects the existing models can only be used to a
small extent, as with the exception of Menzies [4] none of the models explicitly looks at an integration of GRC.
But possible relations can, nevertheless, be derived. For this, on the basis of a consolidation of the model ele-
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Table 2. Overview of relevant conceptional models found in GRC literature.
Model Focus
1) Interrelationships of COBIT components
2) Relationships between process modelling and control modelling concepts

Topic Area

Source

IT-Governance

[21] p. 8

Compliance

[22] p. 5

3) Selected correspondences between business process and risk

Risk management

[23] p. 24

4) Conceptual model of the compliance management problem

Compliance

[24] p. 5

5) A basic high level model for regulatory compliance

Compliance

[25] p. 180

6) Policy ontology

Compliance

[25] p. 187

7) Rule ontology

Compliance

[25] p. 188

8) A MOF/UML metamodel of a business protocol model

Compliance

[26] p. 562

9) A MOF/UML metamodel of an obligation

Compliance

[26] p. 563

10) A MOF/UML metamodel of a conditional commitment

Compliance

[26] p. 563

11) Rule ontology (constraints)

Compliance

[27] p. 794

12) The upper domain model of the internal controls compliance

Compliance

[28] p. 62

13) Relationship between an application control and a business process

Compliance

[28] p. 62

14) A semi-formalization of the control implementation

Compliance

[28] p. 63

15) IT risk reference model

Risk management

[29] p. 4

16) Meta-reference model for compliance management

Compliance

[30] p. 555

17) A classification model for automating compliance

Compliance

[31] p. 41

GRC

[4] p. 364

Risk management/Compliance

[9]

20) The oracle corporate analysis flow

Compliance

[32] p. 42

21) The regulatory mandate and compliance framework control domain relationship

Compliance

[32] p. 43

18) Exemplary excerpt from a corporate rule base
19) ISO 27001 metamodel

ments, relations within the models were identified, while the following restrictions apply. The focus, respectively the level of abstraction of the model in question has an important influence on the relations in the model. For
instance, in the models evaluated the information object “role” (representing responsibility) has a relation to almost every other information object. In our case especially the responsibility for the GRC controls and business
processes is relevant.
If no differentiation between the individual information objects in a source model was given, several relations
were included. For instance, the information objects “control objective” and “control” were both put in relation
to “business process”, as there is not always a differentiation between the two in the literature. Partly, the source
models differ in focus (company-wide vs. IT-related models), which had to be accounted for when transferring
relations between information objects to the reference model.
Generally, it was not tried to show every possible relation, but to focus on those which lead to a consistent
model and are very widespread. To achieve this, especially the analysis of strategic GRC requirements has made
its contribution. Within the context of the presentation of the reference model (Section 5), the analysis has been
seized in such a way that the relations identified in the already existing models are referenced at relevant passages to give reasons for the relations in the conceptual reference model developed.

4.2. Relation of Model Objects with Strategic GRC Requirements
In the following, the information objects for the reference model are derived from the requirements of strategic
GRC-Management (as outlined in Section 3). Table 4 summarizes the results.
Strategic orientation: The strategic orientation requires the orientation of GRC towards business strategies,
the consideration of possible conflicts of objectives between the fulfilment of norms and the strategic achieving
of objectives, the pursuance of potential benefits and the orientation towards stakeholders [16]. So information
objects like “strategy”, respectively “goal” are activated. GRC, meaning specifically the control objectives,
should according to this be oriented towards the business goals. Governance should provide a framework for the
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Table 3. Structured overview of model elements.
Information Object

Synonym Terms (As Used in Literature)

Secondary Terms

No

Control

Control Practices (1), Internal Control(s) (2, 5),
Rule (4, 18), Procedures (5), Business Rule (11),
Control (12, 19), Business Rule (20)

Risk Treatment Measure (3), Operational
Business Rule (11), Declarative Business Rule
(11), Company Level Control (12), IT Control
(12), Application Control (12)

14

Role

Responsibility and Accountability Chart (1), Person
Profile (3), Organisational Unit (3), Functional
Entity (3), Actor (4), Business Function (6), Agent
(11, 13), Authority (13), Organisational Chart (16),
Responsible (18)

N/A

12

Business Process

Process (2), Process Model (6)

IT Processes (1), Key Activities (1), Task (2),
Enterprise Activity (3), Process Structure (3),
Activity (4, 6, 13), Process Fragment (6),
Process Construct (6), Operation (11)

12

Control Objective

Requirement (4, 18, 19), Rule Goal (7), Measures &
Directives (16), Directive (20)

Application Control Strategy (13, 14)

11

Guideline

Policy(ies) (4, 6, 11, 17), Standard Operating
Procedure (18), Business Policy (20)

Meta-Policy (6)

7

Risk

Risk (2, 3, 4, 11, 12)

Event (3), Vulnerabilities (15), Threats (15, 19)

7

GRC Requirement

Source (4), Regulation (5, 6, 20), Authority (11),
Laws and Regulations (17, 18)

N/A

7

Resource

Asset (3, 19), Enterprise Object (3), Business
Subject (Sub-subject) (4), Subject (6)

Product Group (18)

5

Goal

Objective (3, 20), Desired Result (20)

Business Goals (1), IT Goals (1)

5

Application Area

Domain (3), Jurisdiction (6),
Scope (6, 7), Scope (14)

Control Domain (21)

5

Documentation

Business Protocol (8), Business Document (13),
Document Model (16)

N/A

5

Assessment

Audit (17)

Control Outcome Tests (1), Control Design
Tests (1), Risk Assessment (12)

4

IT Component

IT Applications/IT Infrastructure (15, 21),
IT-Architecture Model (16), Database Model (16),
IT-System (17)

Packaged Service (21)

4

KPI

Performance Indicator(s) (1, 3)

Risk Indicator (3)

3

Stakeholder

Stakeholder (3, 18)

Indirect Stakeholder (18)

2

Strategy

Strategy Model (16)

N/A

2

Maturity Level

Maturity Model (1, 16)

N/A

2

Framework

Compliance Framework (21)

N/A

2

Performance

N/A

N/A

2

Monitor

N/A

N/A

2

Violation

N/A

Security Breach (19)

2

Implementation Logic

Rule Logic (7)

N/A

1

definition of strategy and goals and make the integrated management of “performance” and “conformance” [33]
possible by means of assessments and key performance indicators. Better controls may lead to the improvement of
the business process performance and to the achievement of business objectives by means of GRC, being equivalent to the requirement to pursue potential benefits. The stakeholder orientation requires an alignment of the
strategy and of the goals and by this indirectly an alignment of the control objectives to the interests of the
stakeholders.
Integration: The integration of GRC is discussed in literature with view to content-related, methodical, re-
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Derived relation
(B1) Control objectives are adjusted to the goals.

Strategic orientation

Strategy, Goal, Guideline, Control, Key
Performance Indicator, Stakeholder

(B2) Business processes support goals being measured by
key performance indicators.
(B3) Strategy and goals are oriented on stakeholders.

Integration

Business process orientation

Control Objective, Risk, GRC
Requirement, Key Performance
Indicator, Assessment, Business
Process, Control

Control, Business Process,
Implementation Logic, Role

(B4) Control objectives result from risks and GRC
requirements.
(B5) Assessments measure through performance indicators
conformance and performance of business processes.
(B6) Controls are realised during core business processes
(operative integration).
(B7) Controls are implemented into business processes and
with the help of an implementation logic are
automated within the business process.
(B8) The responsible role (ownership) is determined by
business processes.

Management systems

Assessment, Key Performance Indicator,
Business Process

(B9) Business processes are controlled by assessments and
through key performance indicators with view to GRC.

Automation

Control, Business Process, IT
Component, Implementation Logic

(B10) IT components are directly affected by controls.
(B11) Controls are automated by an implementation logic.

Flexibilisation

All, especially Business Process, IT
component, GRC Requirement, Risk

(B12) A direct relation between IT components and risks is
necessary to make a control of the risks during IT-related
adjustments possible.

Human factors

Control, Business Process, Role

(B13) Controls have a direct relation to
the information object “role”.

spectively information technical aspects. Content aspects are the integrated fulfilment of several GRC requirements and the integration of GRC disciplines. In addition, an integration of GRC-activities into core business
processes is demanded [16]. For the research objective pursued by this reference model, both integration aspects
are highly relevant. There are two points of views concerning the relation of compliance management and risk
management. On one hand, compliance is seen as a sub-area of risk management, in which the non-compliancerisk is considered as a risk category [34] [35]. On the other hand, risk management is seen as a sub-area of compliance. Risk management and in relation to that the establishment of an internal control system, therefore, is a
GRC requirement, its realisation being supported by control models like the ones used for IT processes, e.g.
COBIT, ITIL or ISO 27001/2 [36]. But it is also possible to define control objectives for risk controlling measures out of risk analyses. Control objectives, therefore, can be derived from risks as well as from GRC requirements.
Concerning the obeying of regulatory requirements [2] there is an overlapping between corporate governance
and compliance. In addition the term corporate governance is associated with a value-based leadership strategy
of companies [2] which is backed up by the IT governance term as well [30]. According to Racz et al. [6] corporate governance as well as risk and compliance management support themselves mutually by delivering important information from risk and compliance management to governance and by taking over the control of risks
and compliance management by governance.
Business process orientation: In the literature a business process-oriented approach is demanded due to the
importance of business processes for GRC as well as the importance of a business process-oriented approach for
the automation of compliance safe-guarding [16]. This results in the demand to integrate GRC and business
process management. Business processes have a direct connection to risks [29] and in terms of an operative integration (see requirement category “integration”) should include the controls. As business processes are the
starting point of automation, there is also a relation to the implementation logic. Following a business processoriented approach, the business process is a central element of GRC-Management. The responsibility (ownership, information object “role”) for business processes, thus, determines ownership to a number of further in-
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formation objects, such as “controls”, and, consequently, the responsibility for the fulfilment of GRC-requirements. Risk minimizing measures should be carried out by the employees working within the associated business process.
Management systems: A harmonization of GRC with other management systems in the company is required,
as today GRC contents are often distributed over several organizational units and management systems. Relevant management systems that have to be coordinated with GRC are those that can be subsumed under a certain
GRC topic area (e.g. internal revision, data protection, quality management) and others that in the context of
GRC are more generally relevant (e.g. controlling, IT management) [37] [38]. Management systems being subsumed under GRC mainly deal with the control of the spheres of responsibility they were entrusted to. This is
very much underlined in the scope of tasks for the internal revision, providing independent control and council
services [39]. Controlling has a similar task, which supports the management by planning, controlling and the
provision with information and uses performance measurement systems. It must be pointed out that adjustment
and coordination of GRC with related management systems generates costs that could partially be avoided with
a more centralized GRC-approach.
Next to business process management also IT management concerning the introduction and operation of information systems and quality management as well as the internal revision often pursue business processoriented approaches. As a conclusion, next to “assessments” and “key performance indicators” also “business
processes” are relevant information objects here.
Automation: IT is object and supporter of GRC [2]. From the point of view of IT as a supporter of GRC, especially the automation of compliance safeguarding and of risk control is relevant. Thereby, the manual control
effort and risk of human errors are reduced. IT as an object of GRC, respectively in the context of information
security, is directly an object of compliance requirements and risks. Relevant information objects are “controls”,
“business processes”, “IT components” and “implementation logic”. In addition, not every control can be automated, but partly has to be carried out manually [29].
Flexibilisation: In literature flexible business processes and IT systems are presented as a grand challenge for
GRC. Consequences of regulatory changes to the organisation, respectively effects of organisational adjustments
on compliance have to be looked at [40]. Furthermore, it is necessary to supervise continuously the risks [31].
Menzies [4] identifies pushers of GRC-management such as new processes and products, M & A activities
and IT systems.
Flexibilisation may have consequences to nearly all information objects of the reference model, especially to
“strategies”, “goals”, “business processes” and “resources”, “risks” as well as “controls”. Sackmann [31] puts
emphasis on the relations between risks and IT components as well as business processes. The direct relation
between IT components and risks is necessary, as changes among the IT components may have direct consequences for the risk situation, which do not necessarily affect the running of business processes.
Factors concerning human behaviour: The demand to consider human behaviour refers to the behaviour of
employees [41] [42], the company culture [5] [43] as well as the communication in terms of the “tone at the top”
[4] [5] [35]. The responsible employee who in his position carries out business processes and the controls included, is therefore of high importance. For this reason, controls such as trainings and awareness campaigns
should be offered to make employees competent for their roles in GRC and to encourage them. As a conclusion,
“controls” have a direct relation to the information object “role”.

5. Presentation of the Reference Model
The reference model shown in Figure 1 bases on the analyses made in the sections before. In addition, the presentation already anticipates the results of the evaluation in Section 6. Information objects that could not be confirmed during evaluation are left out. The relations between the information objects are derived by the already
existing models (1 - 21, according to Table 2) as well as by relations derived from the strategic GRC requirements (No. B1 - B13 according to Table 4). Due to the complexity of the model, a further subdivision into a
strategic, conceptual and operative level has been made, which only is to improve the readability of the model
and is not subject of the derivation, respectively evaluation.
On the strategic level, GRC should start at the results of strategic management, use these for governance and
for the strategic orientation of risk and compliance management and furthermore support the strategy process by
means of relevant information. Starting point are the stakeholders whose interests have overall economical in-
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Figure 1. Data-centred conceptual reference model for strategic GRC-Management.

fluence on the GRC requirements (18) and company-related, as shown in the analysis of the requirement category “strategic orientation”, have influence on strategy and goals (B3). Strategies support the achievement of
objectives (6, 16) and influence the decision-making (see evaluation).
It should be differentiated between the strategic level and the conceptual level, which includes the management activities of GRC. Here the control objectives resulting from the GRC requirements (4, 5, 17, 18, B4) and
the risks (2, 4, 12, B4) have to be developed. The requirement category “strategic orientation” also suggests that
the control objectives should be adjusted to the business goals of the strategic level (1, B1). The guidelines are
derived from the control objectives (4, 5, 17, 18, 20), which have a limited application area (6).
To derive company-specific guidelines, frameworks like established standards and best practices can be taken
(4, 18), which support the fulfilment of GRC requirements (18). Business processes have to be adjusted to company goals (3, 20, B2, B9). The focus of this model suggests to carry out assessments with view to risks (12) as
well as to “conformance” and “performance” (B5) on the business process level (1, 12, B5, B9). In this context,
maturity models can be used, which are a special form of assessment. Assessments support decisions on the
strategic level. Business processes are again connected to controls (2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 18, B6, B7) and risks (3,
12, 15, 19). Risks still can result directly from IT components (15, B12) without business processes being
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changed. Risks threaten the achievement of objectives (11). Performance indicators measure business processes
(1, B5, B9) concerning the achievement of goals (1, 3, 16, B2) and herewith support, as well as assessments, decisions on the strategic level (see evaluation).
On the operative level, controls being formulated in the form of guidelines (4, 5, 6, 11, 18, 20) are implemented in terms of an operative integration into the core business processes (2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 18, B6, B7).
There may be dependencies between the controls themselves (6, 11, 19). Controls still can be infringed by violations (4, 19) and, next to business processes, directly concern those IT components (B10) which support the
business processes (15). In addition, IT components serve for the automation of controls (B11). Business
processes are seen as company resources, whereby further objects like products, projects and information are
relevant for GRC (3, 6, 18). IT components and controls have to be documented within the context of business
processes (13). The model defines the responsibilities by means of the roles being part of the business processes
(1, 4, 6, 11, 13, 18, B8). Controls may directly concern employees (11, B13). Eventually, weaknesses of business processes can be found within the context of assessments on the conceptual level (see evaluation).

6. Evaluation
It is possible to evaluate reference models with view to different criteria like e.g. the principles of modelling [44]
and by using different methods of evaluation [45]. Here the usefulness of the reference model during the data
modelling process for a strategic GRC-Management is to be evaluated. This includes the adequacy of the information objects, e.g. with view to the level of abstraction and the terms used, the completeness of the information
objects and the correct modelling of the relations between the information objects. Furthermore, it is planned to
further specify the information objects with view to practice requirements e.g. by attributes. As until now the
GRC integration on the strategic level has been rarely looked at by research [46], practical case studies found in
literature dealing with GRC sub-aspects were taken for evaluation. These refer to successful implementations
and make it possible to integrate a relatively broad range of cases with a sufficient depth of content. Further
evaluations, e.g. concerning the correct syntax, and an application of the model in practice are desirable. However, the success of the application depends also on further factors such as the maturity of the business process
management of the company, the availability of appropriate GRC-Management methods and the information
systems used.
The procedure of evaluation is as follows. First, implementation examples were identified by looking for case
studies in the literature [16] and through the search in general search engines as well as practical publication organs. Altogether 21 relevant practical examples were included and used for evaluation.
On a general level, the evaluation shows that a standardised GRC-terminology is missing in practice. Partly
different terms for the same matters are used, respectively differentiated only insufficiently from each other. In
the case studies, differences between the GRC sub-areas and industries with reference to the information objects
could hardly be found. Rather, common core terms such as “control”, “business process”, “risk” and different
terms dealing with GRC requirements were found. Due to the great significance of the Sarbanes-Oxley-Act
across all business fields, financial reporting on the whole is of high importance. The involvement of the top
management into many GRC-tasks is still seen as important. Explicitly, the uncertainty concerning the management methods for GRC was pointed out [4]. Frameworks such as COSO and COBIT were judged to be too
abstract and cannot always clearly be distinguished from the actual regulatory GRC requirements.
As far as adequacy and completeness of the information objects are concerned, Table 5 shows the number of
practice examples using terms that can be assigned to the information objects of the reference model. The result
is an overlapping and a similar distribution of terms as in the evaluation of the existing GRC-models in literature.
But it has to be said that none of the examples confirms all information objects. The models found in GRC literature have often been developed with the objective of automating controls, which is not at the centre of the practice
examples. The information objects “monitor” and “implementation logic”, therefore, could not be confirmed.
The information object “execution” was only confirmed in one case and is, thus, merged with “business
process”.
The level of abstraction of the reference model seems to be appropriate, but needs further specification concerning the shaping of the attributes of the information objects. Controls are relevant on different levels and are
differentiated into company level, business and IT controls [4]. In addition, the focus in practice is put on key
controls with the objective to achieve a concentration towards critical areas. Business processes are mentioned
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Table 5. Information objects and number of practice cases in support.
Control

16

Role

16

Business Process

21

Control Objective

13

Guideline

11

Risk

1

Resource

2

Goal

11

Application Area

5

Business Document

15

Assessment

13

IT Component

14

Key Performance Indicator

7

Stakeholder

6

Strategy

9

Maturity Level

3

Framework

7

Execution

1

Monitor

0

Violation

2

Implementation Logic

0

in every example including also management processes of GRC. The processes are divided into core and supporting processes in the practice examples, responsibilities are relevant on all hierarchy levels. Business documents are cited concerning the documentation of controls and the reporting system. It is proposed to classify risk
into risk categories [47]. The examples show that financial performance indicators for profitability and costs are
of importance for GRC. The value respectively the value creation of GRC is relevant as well.
A number of further terms are of high relevance in the practice examples, but cannot directly be assigned to
the information objects in the reference model and, therefore, are discussed here in more detail. Terms like
“group”, “division” and “national company” show the complexity of international groups. The reference model
is basically able to show this by means of several models on different levels of hierarchy. The term “project” in
the examples refers to projects dealing with the realisation of GRC requirements. But also business initiatives,
especially in the IT sector, are realised by means of projects and are, hence, object of GRC-Management.
A number of case studies mention the carrying out of trainings, which are a kind of control having a direct relation to the information object “role”. The term “control” is of high importance in the examples. It refers to the
term “governance” and shows the task of GRC concerning the management of “performance” and “conformance”. Several times the term “weakness” is mentioned, which is used in the sense of weakness in control and
has to be added to the reference model. Further terms being cited in connection with financial reporting are “financial data” and “account”. Both terms are objects of control and are subsumed under “resources” in the reference model.
GRC has the function to support decisions on the strategic level. To support decision making, especially information coming from assessments and performance indicators is relevant. Also a meeting structure, which includes a management board responsible for decision-making, is necessary. Therefore, “decision” is added to the
model as an information object. The terms “service level agreement” and “service” are cited, too, but are especially of relevance for IT governance and were not taken over into the generic reference model. They point out
the importance of services as a subject of controls and the importance of contracts as a source of GRC requirements.
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With respect to the relations of the information objects, it can be stated that relations are rarely looked at in
the practical case studies and their analysis is further complicated by an inexact terminology. For instance, several times scoping is mentioned (information object, application area), but it is not clear, whether this refers to
GRC requirements, control objectives, controls, risks or GRC guidelines. Partly, the relations themselves are
described very generally. For instance, departments are to be oriented towards goals [48].
Only the practice example in [49] discusses explicitly the integration of GRC, but does not focus on the information level but on organizational structures and reporting. The difference between the information objects
“control objective” and “control” is not explicitly made clear in all practice examples. Therefore, controls like
e.g. in [4] are not always assigned to the control objectives, but partly directly to risks. Relations between controls [4] [50], controls and processes [4], risks and objectives [47] as well as processes and assessments [48] [51]
are confirmed in the practical cases.

7. Conclusions
In this article, a data-centred conceptual reference model for a strategic GRC-Management was developed,
which shows the relevant information objects and structural connections. Only insignificant adaptations and a
few indications for further specification of the model resulted from the practice-based evaluation of case studies
in the literature. The kind of evaluation chosen seems appropriate, as the research concerning GRC integration is
in its infancy. Moreover, the examples we looked at have a sufficient depth of content.
However, the evaluation of the relations between the information objects was only possible to a limited extent
by means of the case studies. Although a reason for the connection of the model elements was given by the
models found in literature and by the strategic GRC requirements, the relations should be subject of further research.
The objective of the research project presented here was the development of a specific conceptual reference
model. To implement it in the context of an information system for strategic GRC-Management will require
further refinement, such as adding attributes to the information objects. Moreover, it makes sense to further specify the information objects following the organizational company hierarchy in big groups. More research needs
still exist, e.g. with view to the applicability of the model in different lines of business.
Finally, it can be said that by the majority of the case studies evaluated still a great uncertainty became visible
concerning the realisation of GRC approaches. The GRC requirements found within the context of our examination, the guidelines and the reference model, which aims at the data level, represent only first steps towards the
strategic alignment and integration as well as towards the terminological standardization of GRC. Herewith, the
implementation of a strategic GRC-Management in companies is supported. But with view to the management
methods and IT-based tools in GRC-Management, deficits can be identified that will have to be solved in future
research projects. The reference model may give important indications to companies to better classify methods
and tools, to choose them accordingly or, if needed, to develop them themselves.
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